
Abbreviations in modern business correspondence
and their pedagogical implicationsIvana Kapráliková

Abstract: The aim of our contribution is to outline the frequent usage of abbreviation pro-cesses in contemporary written business correspondence and to demonstrate the means ofcreating abbreviations in this speci ic area of English. In the light of the latest trends of econ-omization of speech in business communication, the abbreviation formation is highly topicaland for this reason, we focus on the analysis of the speci ic content of written business corre-spondence. For a better understanding of the issue of economization of speech and businesscorrespondence, we de ine contemporary business communication in more detail, focusingon written correspondence. By using the method of corpus analysis, we qualitatively describethe regularities and irregularities in the creation of abbreviations extracted,which allows us toind outwhich abbreviation phenomena are a re lection of the real characteristics of the jargonof business correspondence and which are rarely found in it. The outcome of our analysis isalso re lected in its pedagogical implications.
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IntroductionEnglish language used in a business world, in luenced by multicultural environ-ment, new technologies but also by growth of economization of language in gen-eral, has been changing radically. In order to establish a sound basis for lan-guage courses in Business English, research is needed into the lexical, syntacticand discourse characteristics of the register of English used within contemporarybusiness world.The key here is usage: in order to increase productivity, the way we communicate,and especially in the areas of work or the ways businesses are being conducted,but also within simple exchange of informal messages, we tend to economize thelanguage in a sense of saving time and put least effort to communication. Brevity,compactness of presentation and economical use of language has been pointed outas one of the most common features of business discourse by numerous authors(e. g. Zinukova, 2021; Luján-Garcı́a, 2020; Mahyaddinova, 2022; Imre, 2022)Usually, the learners of Business English can speak English at least at B1–B2 (in-termediate) levels. Consequently, what they need from a Business English courseis the opportunity to learn business-related vocabulary, and to which extent theycan use specialized vocabulary of their own ield in communication with any au-thorities involved in business processes. Clear and persuasive business correspon-dence is indeed an important part of running an ef icient business and contributes
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to promoting good relations between businesses. Therefore, in the context of theteaching of writing in English, students need to learn how to communicate in writ-ten English as a way of sharing observation, information, thoughts, or ideas withthemselves and others (Fadilah, 2019, p. 83). Riaz and Gul (2016, p. 12) share thesame ideas, stating that written communication plays an important role in theprofessional career of students majoring in business as they are to draft lettersof different nature in their professional career. According to Chan (2014, pp. 384–386), some most challenging written means of communication that must be putinto consideration include: the use of words and clarity in order to make a busi-ness proposal/report/plan look professional; the use of correct format and style;the need to meet different parties’ expectations in writing negative messages; andchoosing an appropriate course book to teach written communication in businessEnglish.At the university level in particular, ESP teachers are unable to rely on the viewsof the learners, who tend not to know what English abilities are required by theprofession they hope to acquire the knowledge about. The result is that manyESP teachers become very much dependent on the published textbooks available.Based on our own experience, even though the textbooks designed for businessstudies have been updated regularly and there are plethora of textbooks offered,many of them tend to use topics from multiple disciplines, making much of thematerial redundant and perhaps even confusing the learner as to what is appro-priate in the target ield. Teachers are therefore left with no alternative than todevelop original materials. Taking into consideration such challenge, the ESP prac-titioner’s role as “researcher” is especially important, with results leading directlyto appropriate materials for the classroom.Linguistic researchers (Safont and Esteve 2004: 261–274, Mishan 2005:40, Be-navent and Peñamarı́a 2011: 89–94, Gilmore 2007: 97–118) seem to agree thatauthentic language has to be brought to the students’ attention and that the teach-ers need to take time to study how the language has to be brought to the situ-ations in a given ESP context. The effort should be put on creating a genuinelyuseful course.Even though abbreviations, ful il the conditions of language system, they have theopponents, who point out their arti icial character and very low level of clarity(e. g. Aronoff, 1976). That is the reason why we have chosen the topic of abbre-viations and the importance of their usage in business communication, because,as far as business English is concerned, they are so common, that it would bemisleading consider them unusual and exclude them from any linguistic analysis.The goal of the presented analysis is to understand the abbreviation processesin contemporary business communication to the point that can be presented tothe students of Business English course in the most authentic way. For a better
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understanding of current communication in business, we present the results ofthe surveys on today’s trends in this type of communication and then point outthe phenomenon of abbreviations in written communication.By the method of qualitative corpus analysis, we elaborated the description of thefeatures of the abbreviation processes rather than presenting statistical quantita-tive analyses. The outcome of our research are general features, which determineabbreviatory processes occurring in business correspondence. The extract of thecompiled glossary of abbreviations most commonly used in various departmentsof a irm is also demonstrated as its linguistic and content relevance are decisiveelements in compiling teaching materials and planning activities for a teachingunit. The archive of such corpus divided into thematic categories can also bea source for further scienti ic and research activities in corpus linguistics. Finally,the pedagogical implications of the research indings are proposed.
Contemporary business communicationAs mentioned above, in order to better understand the nature of communicationin business today and, consequently, to be able to translate new trends in thisarea into teaching practice, the role of the university teacher as a researcher inthis area is essential. Establishing the nature of business communication, irst,we shall acknowledge the fact, that to younger businessmen or employees of thecompanies, the irst generation of true digital natives, the formal business com-munication of older generations can appear very cold and too formal. GenerationZ keeps things much more casual. Barriers between business communication andpersonal or social life have been pulled off. Stillman’s consulting irm, GenGuru,found in a recent survey that 84% of Generation Z born after 1995 still prefersin-person communication over email or text. But, crucially, “Generation Z de inesthings like Zoom, Google Hangouts and Microsoft Teams as being face-to-face”(O’Hara, 2014). This generation knows more about operating in the modern busi-ness than any other generation. They can save 12 hours of hard work, knowabout different cultures, what things to say and not say. Moreover, according toBeer (2017), email has been facing competition from more sophisticated formsof business communication, most notably texting and, more recently, instant mes-saging. One of the underlying reasons for this struggle is obvious. Email is a fullyasynchronous medium with all the associated disadvantages, whereas texting isless so. And instant messaging represents a real-time, synchronous form of com-munication offering the most instantaneous feedback of the three.The 10-question survey, launched in 2016, conducted by Laura Brown, Forbescontributor and the author of the book The only business writing book youľl ever
need, was distributed to her clients and associates and was promoted on Facebookand Twitter. It received 528 responses from people in a wide variety of business
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roles and industries. The key question of the survey “how important is writingin your workplace?” was designed to test whether business writing still matters.On a ive-point scale where 1 is “not important at all” and 5 is “very important,”69.5% of respondents chose 5, and 19.5 chose 4. That’s a total of 89% suggestingthat writing actually still matters a lot in business. (No one selected 1, “not atall.”). Other questions explored what kinds of writing people produce day-to-dayat work. To the question what people ind most challenging about writing at work,38% responded saying they needed to write faster. The same percentage felt theirwriting needed to be more compelling. 29% have trouble getting started on theirwriting tasks. And 36.4% reported having trouble making their writing concise.Concerning the problems with the colleagues’ writing, respondents pointed toa lack of clarity and lack of concision, and many complained about and poorgrammar and spelling.Brown also points out the damaging effects that technological change has had onwritten communication, when digital natives’ writing style lacks correct, formalwriting. The survey results show that “writing does still matter, and it ought tobe clear and grammatically correct” (Brown, 2019). Overall, despite technologyadvancement, business practices in communication stay conservative, concernedwith accuracy, precision and proper documentation. All of the above indings fromthis survey demonstrate how it is extremely important to pay more attention towritten correspondence when teaching business English, and especially to givespace for students to learn how to write concisely but with understanding.Further, increasing intertextuality has been the most apparent. Accompanyinga manager for a full day, Louhiala-Salminen (2002) observed that phone callswere often referenced in emails, and face-to-face communication was constantlyused to discuss what had been said via other channels. “In this type of business
discourse it is the ongoing and recurring interplay between spoken and written activ-
ity that characterizes the literacy events where the business professional utilizes his
literacies both in speech and writing and in the media used – including intermingled
usage – to achieve his purposes” (Louhiala-Salminen 2002: 217) This way we canbetter understand the features of genre of contemporary business communicationand in our speci ic case, when dealing with shortening processes, how oralizationof abbreviated forms affected the spoken communication in business as well. Weagree with Veloso (2017) stating that abbreviations are functionally equivalent tothe longer expressions they replace and the fact that they absorb the essentialgrammatical properties of morphosyntactic words, he assumes them as true en-tries of the speakers’ mental lexicon. “In fact, most of them are largely shared by the
speakers’ community and acquire a stable meaning (very often, they are even admit-
ted by lexicographers as entries of current dictionaries).” (Veloso, 2017). Thus, theresults of linguistic analyses of abbreviations in written business correspondencepenetrates further into spoken communication in this speci ic environment.
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As mentioned above, the main objective of the contemporary business correspon-dence is to achieve one’s purposes by using linguistic manipulation, which hasbeen evident in e-business correspondence. Vorobyova et al. (2015) conductedthe research on peculiarities of linguistic manipulation in the texts of electronicbusiness correspondence. The main point of such research is, from the point ofpragmalinguistics, to reveal and describe the linguistic means of realization of ma-nipulative intension; to de ine functional and pragmatic potential of the split-levellanguage means used by the producers of electronic business letters. Thus, weagree that with the help of certain linguistic means (in our case – abbreviations),it helps the addresser to regulate the behaviour of the recipient. Overall, the use ofabbreviations in business correspondence is appropriate to save space and time,however can go far beyond that.
Corpus analysis of abbreviatory processes in business
correspondence – methodologyThe main aim of our research was to outline the frequent usage of using abbrevi-ation processes in contemporary written business correspondence and to demon-strate the means of creating abbreviations in this speci ic area of English.We used the method of corpus analysis, where the use of corpus does not excludethe qualitative analysis. Thus, we elaborated the description of the features ofthe abbreviation processes rather than presenting statistical quantitative analy-ses. In our opinion, the content with which we have worked recently may not beapplicable in the farther future (as we assume that the vocabulary of businessis constantly in motion), however we aimed to ind the principles that, unlikeabbreviation processes, we suppose, are relatively static and they can be used inthe future in other research into lexicology. Thus, the outcome of our researchare general features, which determine abbreviatory processes occurring in speci iccontext-business correspondence.In order to achieve our goal, we analysed the actual patterns of abbreviationslisted in various internet sources, where abbreviations are presented and theirmeaning is analysed by business commentators and experts. We focused mainlyon written business communication.The enormously growing amount of information sources dealing with businessoperation on the Internet offered us wide range of possibilities to analyse anylinguistic pattern in this speci ic context. Thus, in this matter we didn’t have totackle with the problem of limiting factor such as lack of availability of sourcesproviding long exhaustive lists of abbreviations used in business. To achieve rep-resentativeness, balance and diversity in our corpus design, we used sampling,
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the most widely used method. Random sampling is a standard way of selectingsubjects for analysis in many areas of science.Various websites for the corpus were collected randomly, using Google searchengine. We bore in mind the fact that none of the companies would allow us touncover their in-house communication so we considered analysing 50 business-related websites suf icient enough to extract the necessary information.
Results of the corpus analysisWe observed particular abbreviation categories, which have been used in businesscorrespondence regularly. Acronyms, initialisms and alphabetisms are the unitsobtained by abbreviating a multi-word sequence (compound word, phrase, nameof an institutions, activity) to the initial letters of the base words but not changingthe denotative meaning. These were created by regular process using all initialletters of the base words (“non-elliptic acronyms” (Mattiello, 2013).
Hybrids were those types of abbreviations observed in the corpus that weresomehow luctuating in their nature within the categories mentioned in the the-oretical part. For example hybrids between clippings and graphic abbreviationsthat can be read out in expanded or unexpanded form (Inc – Incorporated). Also,there were examples of acronyms which were not created by shortening the basewords by collecting their initial letters. Here we can include elliptic acronyms(Mattiello, 2013, p. 87), which do not retain all the initials of the words containedin the source phrase, omitting mostly grammatical words. This category includedalso extended acronyms, the formations composed of more than one initial letterfor each word. There were also the peripheral cases of acronyms which com-bined initialized and clipped constituents or initials and full constituents. Hence,we came across the examples of creative shortening of various kinds, where theresults are the sequence of capital letters. Speci ic examples follow in the extractof the compiled glossary.
Clipped units blurred the border between alphabetisms and instances of two ormore letters taken from a single word e. g. ID – identi ication, MS – milestone, asall these abbreviations have a single word as a source form whereas acronymsand initialisms come from multi-word sequence.
Ellipsis, the omission from a clause that are understood in the context of theremaining elements. The result of this abbreviation, in our cases, was always thewhole word. (e. g. Chief Executive Of icer, not only abbreviated as CEO but also asChief).After careful observation of all the websites, second, we point out concisenessas the main characteristic feature in using as few words as possible to deliver
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the message. Even though too much conciseness might lead to ambiguity in themeaning of messages, most of created shortenings had completeness and con-creteness. Conciseness just enabled to save both the writer’s and the recipient’stime. However, it does not indicate that the short the better but shortness withprecise and straightforward expression. Zi Yu and Yuang Fu (2014) suggest thatto achieve conciseness, one should try to use simple words and short sentences,avoid unnecessary repetition and wordy languages and con ine each paragraph toonly one topic. While business writing should be clear and concise, it does notnecessarily mean it should be blunt.
Summary of regularities of the shortening processes in business
correspondence• Common initial patternIn case of acronyms, they have been formed by taking the initial letters of thewords in a title or phrase rather than the end of words as in blends: Earningsper share – EPS• Common baseThe most common base of abbreviations has been a noun (noun phrase)which, generally, is the case of many professional jargons as they provide con-texts in which a word or phrase is so frequent that a shorter and more ef icientform is needed and often required to save space.• Multi-word inputIt was noticeable that most abbreviations had at least two basic components:working capital – WC, but very often more than two ones: too much infor-mation – 2MI; Attention, interest, desire, action – AIDA; Substitute, Combine,Adapt, Modify, Put to another use, Eliminate, and Reverse – SCAMPER• Typical spellingSpelling without periods in acronyms was more common. It is usually a matterof discussion whether or not periods should be used with acronyms. In ouropinion, anything that reduces the carefulness of typography makes it easierfor comprehension.• Abbreviations as wordsSpelling of acronyms without periods could lead to lexicalization of abbrevi-ations. This phenomena was also observed in business correspondence. Manyabbreviations created within the business correspondence context became sta-ble and “institutionalized” as part of the accepted jargon of business. This isthe case not only in written communication but also in spoken one. Shortenedversions of the names of the representatives and authorities (CEO, PM), de-partments (HR, IT, PR) and activities (HRP, CBT) used by personnel, emergedinto their everyday communication not only within their work but within thecommunication with outside world.
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• In lection of abbreviated formsIn many cases, the abbreviations behaved as regular bases in in lection. Thus,it is common in business correspondence that abbreviated forms in lect forplural in a regular way: SMEs as well as they can take the possessive form(’s): CFO’s.
Summary of irregularities of the shortening processes in
business correspondence• Impermanent creationsNumerous abbreviations, mostly in marketing and sales departments as wellas in IT department last for certain period of time. In marketing case, theyare created to abbreviate the activities which objectives should be achievedin a certain temporary period, for example various campaigns, projects thecompany might work on. For example, the WTF Campaign, in the Australianmarket in 2020, Pringles ran a sales promotion for a mystery new lavour,built around the tagline WTF = what’s the lavour? In our opinion, those arethe abbreviations which cause ambiguity in business context (so called one-offs) if not properly de ined in a course of time, as it is impossible to deducetheir meaning from their abbreviated forms if a reader is not familiar with thehistory of a company’s activities.• Ambiguity in meaningAs various inputs correspond to the same output (Chief Administrative Of icer,Chief Analytics Of icer, Chief Accounting Of icer – CAO), abbreviations are notalways unambiguous as expected in specialized terminology. This can causeobstruction in recovering the source.• Irregular subtractionDifferent subtraction of parts of the source words or phrases involves variousalternatives how the abbreviations will look like in its inal form. It is mostapparent in hybrids: capital expenditures – CAPEX; Paid – Pd• “Acronymy families”The unique shortening processes in the business correspondence are what canbe called “acronymy families”. As in word formation rules we have word fam-ilies i. e. extensions of one paradigm where members of the word family sharea common base, the same phenomena occurs in creation of abbreviations. Asa result within our corpus, we found coinages of one base used in particularcontext within business operation and communication such as:
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Manufacturing
MBOM manufacturing bill of materials
MES manufacturing execu on system
MI manufacturing intelligence
MOM manufacturing opera ons management
MPM manufacturing process management

Requests
RFI request for informa on
RFD request for discussion
RFP request for proposal
RFQ request for quote

Returns
ROA Return on assets
RONA Return on net assets
ROE Return on equity
ROI Return on investment
ROIC Return on invested capital
ROS Return on sales

Chiefs
CAO Chied Administra ve Officer

Chief Analy cs Officer
Chief Accoun ng Officer

CDO Chief Data Officer
CEO Chief Execu ve Officer
CIO Chief Informa on Officer
COO Chief Opera ng Officer
CSO Chief Security Officer
CTO Chief Technology OfficerThe following extract of the glossary (Tab. 1) presents an overview of the commonup-to-date abbreviations that are used in written communication in companies in-ternally and externally as well. The abbreviations are divided according to speci icdepartments of a irm. When creating such glossary for the students of BusinessEnglish, below some of the tables, abbreviations, whose meaning is unclear to thestudents, who are not experienced in business operations yet, the explanation ofthose activities in more detail might be necessary for better understanding.

Tab. 1: Examples of newly formed general in-house abbrevia ons used between employees in a firm

AFC Away from computer ETA Es mated me of arrival
AFK Away from keyboard FUTAB Feet up, take a break
AKA Also known as FWIW For what it’s worth
ATM At the moment GTMTA Great minds think alike
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AYW As you want/wish HF Have fun
AYDY Are you done yet? IAM In a mee ng
AYEC At your earliest convenience IAC In any case
AWOL Away without leaving

Absent without leave
IAW In accordance with

BRB Be right back ICYMI In case you missed it
BID Break it down IMO/IMHO In my opinion/In my humble opinion
COB Close of business IHNI I have no idea
COP Close of play IIRC If I recall correctly
DBA Doing business as INPO In no par cular order

IOU I owe you
DFTBA Don’t forget to be awesome! MS Milestone
DILO Day in the life of OOBE Out of box experience
DM Direct message PMFJI Pardon me for jumping in
DMC Deep and meaningful conversa on SITD S ll in the dark
DSM Don’t shoot me TBA To be announced
DYK Did you know TBD To be determined
EAK Ea ng at keyboard WFH Working from home
ELI5 Explain like I’m 5 (years old) WIIFM What’s in it for me?
EOD End of day

End of discussion
YOYO You’re on your own

EOM End of message 2MI Too much informa on
EOW End of week 2M2H Too much to handle

• DILO analysis is used to track and note down what’s actually being done each day

ACCT Account CR Conversion rate
AGI Adjusted gross income DR Debit
AIR Assumed interest rate EFT Electronic Funds Transfer
AM Accounts manager EPS Earnings per share
AOV Average order value ETF Exchange Traded Funds
AP Accounts payable EXP Expenses
AR Accounts receivable FOREX Foreign Exchange
ARP Annual percentage rate NAV Net assets value
BGT Budget Pd Paid
BKPR Bookkeeper P/E Price to earings ra o
BOM Bill of materials P-card Purchase card
BS Balance sheet P-and-L Profit and loss
CAPGR Compound annual growth rate ROA Return on assets
CAPEX Capital expenditures RONA Return on net assets
CFP Cer fied financial planner ROE Return on equity
COGS Cost of goods sold ROI Return on investment
CoGQ Cost of good quality ROIC Return on invested capital
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CoPQ Cost of poor quality ROS Return on sales
COD Cash on delivery TSR Total Shareholder Return
CPA Cer fied public accountant YTD Year to date
CPTL Capital YTM Yield To Maturity
CPU Cost per unit WC Working capital
CR Credit

• P-Card refers to company finances that are spent to run business.
• P/E represents the ra o between product prices and earning poten al on those products.

AIDA A en on, interest, desire, ac on KEI Keyword effec veness index
AOV Average order value KPI Key performance indicator
B2B Business to business KYC Know your customer
B2C Business to consumer MAPPP Media, Adver sing, Publishing,

Prin ng and Packaging
BANT Budget, authority, need, and

meline
MLM Mul level marke ng

BR Bounce rate of a website MQL Marke ng qualified leads
CAC Customer acquisi on cost MSRP Manufacturer’s suggested retail

price
Comp. To give something for free MVP Minimum viable product
COS Content op miza on system LTV Life me value of customer
CPC Cost per click NPS Net promoter score
CPL Cost per lead POEM Paid, Owned, Earned Media.
CPM Cost per thousand SLA Service level agreement
CPV Cost per view SMM Social media marke ng
CSR Customer service representa ve SMO Social media op misa on
CTR Click through rate SMP Social media pla orm
CRM Customer rela onship management SQL Sales qualified leads
CSR Corporate social responsibility SOV Share of voice
CTA Call to ac on SM Social media
CX Customer experience TOS Terms of service
DMP Data management pla orm VOD Video on demand
EPC Earnings per click VM Viral marke ng
EPM Earnings per thousand WOM Word of mouth
FIFO First in, first out WOMM Word of Mouth Marke ng
ICP Ideal customer profile UV Unique visitor

• FIFO refers to customer orders, product produc on and other opera ons.
• BR is an Internet marke ng term used in web traffic analysis. It represents the percentage of
visitors who enter the site and then leave (“bounce”) rather than con nuing to view other pages
within the same site.
• CTA is a marke ng term for any design to prompt an immediate response or encourage an
immediate sale. A CTA most o en refers to the use of words or phrases that can be incorporated
into sales scripts, adver sing messages, or web pages, which induce an audience to act in a specific
way.
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• KPI measures how a company is performing at achieving a certain goal or objec ve. There are
KPIs for every aspect of business, whether it’s financial, marke ng, sales, or opera onal.
• CAC measures the amount of money it takes to convert a poten al lead into a customer. This
metric can be used to improve marke ng because it helps to make important budgetary decisions.
• DMP refers to which customers buy which products.
• SOV is a measure of the market the brand owns compared to its compe tors. It acts as a gauge
for the brand visibility and how much a brand dominates the conversa on in par cular industry.
• SLA is an agreement between a company’s sales and marke ng teams that defines the
expecta ons Sales has for Marke ng and vice versa.
• POEM is used in social media marke ng, this is a way of thinking about content and other
marke ng assets depending on whether a company paid for it (an ad), created and own it in-house
(a company’s own blog posts, etc.), or earned it (from users sharing it or men oning it).
• UV is used in web analy cs to refer to a person who visits a site at least once within the repor ng
period.

Pedagogical implications of the research indings on
abbreviations in business correspondenceThe irst aspect is the authentic language usage in Business English courses todemonstrate the contextualization of innovative language patterns. It is importantfor our corpus used in the classroom to re lect the range of various activities andnot to be biased towards any of the ields of activity in particular, so that theindings on the usage of abbreviations remain balanced and pedagogically useful.Tribble and Jones (1997, p. 36) outlined a methodology for using authentic ma-terials in the language classroom, proposing that the most effective starting pointfor understanding a text is a frequency-sorted word list. These lists can be ar-ranged in order of irst occurrence, alphabetically or in frequency order. First,occurrence order serves as a quick guide to the distribution of units in a text, asconcerns the lexemes, an alphabetic listing is built mainly for indexing purposes,but a frequency-ordered listing highlights the most commonly-occurring units inthe text.In what follows, a task type is presented, including the above mentioned aspects,to illustrate the way how frequency-sorted word lists can be applied in teach-ing. Task focuses on abbreviation usage in business correspondence. The mostfrequent abbreviations used in this task were taken from the above mentionedglossary of the most commonly used abbreviations in communication of variousdepartments of the companies.
Aim: Understanding abbreviations in the context

Instruction: It is often laborious to guess the meaning of abbreviation from thecontext especially if there is no explanation in a document or a message.
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1. The blank rows in the table below are for you to write your best guess of the meaning
of abbreviations. Compare your guesses with the glossary de initions.

Abbrevia on Your guess Glossary defini on
YOYO
2M2H
WC
CSO
CPV
LAN
FOREX
COD

Key: You’re on your own
Too much to handle
Working capital
Chief Security Officer
Cost per view
Local area network
Foreign exchange
Cash on delivery

Secondly, one way to complement the frequency of occurrence of the abbrevia-tions in various speci ic business documents in order to obtain a more compre-hensive view of the lexical composition of written English discourse is to pro-
vide collocational information for the elements frequently appearing in the
documents. They not only give language learners guidance on relevant collo-cates, but they also present frequent semantic preferences and constructions, thatis, the grammatical relations the particular unit frequently forms with relevantcollocates. Generally, we can claim that concordance lists are not only useful inchecking frequency data, but they also provide instances of actual language usein context that can be directly incorporated into teaching and test materials.
Concordance lists

Aim: to help learners identify and use frequent collocates of particular abbrevia-tion in context
Instruction: Study the concordance lines and list the prepositions that are likelyto be used with this speci ic abbreviation. Create short phrases using the patternwith the listed prepositions.
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Bids for CPV adver sements work in the same way as PPC
As such, prices for CPV ads can vary wildly based on a large number of factors

For example, if you pay $0.25 CPV and book 1,000 views on a site, then you would pay 25…
From Google’s suppor ng perspec ve, CPV is a natural extension of Adwords

The underlying principles of the CPV model are promising,
For instance, how exactly does CPV apply to viral video?

With CPV bidding, you’ll pay for video views and interac ons
How do you know what max. CPV to set?

Two elements affect the actual CPV you pay: Quality Score and Ad Rank.
Whether marketers opt for the CPV depends on several factors

Tradi onally, CPV adver sing campaigns were reserved for brand awareness
This is because buying on a CPV basis levels the playing field for both types of adver sers

Presenting and practicing acronyms, initialisms and
alphabetismsAs the last aspect of using abbreviations in teaching practice, a natural questionarises: is there any predictability in the formation of abbreviations? Can we justifythe choice of one pattern over another? The answer, in our opinion, would bethat there is no absolute certainty in choices, however, as for the results of ourindings, we have proposed certain tendencies concerning the predictability ofthe output. These can be consequently applied to teaching Business English bydesigning tasks for possible formations of abbreviations from source words orphrases.Students in Business English classes have often come across abbreviations likeGDP, MLM, BRB, CFO, PR, HR etc. without knowing what they stand for. Theseget mentioned at least once every couple of lessons before teachers even startplanning a speci ic lesson on the topic. Besides above mentioned general tipshow to use abbreviations in the class (frequency listing, providing collocationalinformation, and context usage), students should be able to work out which of
the options that you give is themost likely, e. g. that “CC” in the sentence “PleaseCC my boss when you send me the report” means “carbon copy”, rather than“computer communication” or “corporate currency”. This is also good for dealingwith common problems with the longer form, by giving options like “HQ standsfor A) headquarter B) headquarters C) headsquarter”.Acronyms matching is another activity where students could match “AI” to “ar-ti icial intelligence” and “VR” to “virtual reality”, which could take them seconds,however more challenging is asking students to instead match the expressions totheir meaning, e. g. “VR” to “almost looks like real life” and “AI” to “like a brain butmanmade”, irst of all with no help and then using the context of the sentencesthat they have been given to help. All these activities can be done as a pair workactivity with the things to match and their accompanying clues split between Stu-
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dent A and Student B worksheets, with students trying to do the activity withoutshowing their worksheets to each other. Lastly, teachers could switch straight tothe practice stage and then test students’ memory of the language that they werejust using. For example, they could discuss what to do about problems like “TheHR Department can’t cope with the number of CVs arriving every day”, with theacronyms being explained (in brackets) in or after the sentences, in a gloss atthe bottom of the page, or by the teacher during or after the activity. After thespeaking activity inishes and they ask any questions that they have about thesentences, they are then tested on the acronyms that they just saw.
Discussion and conclusionIn spite of obscurity of diverse shortening processes in contemporary businesscorrespondence, new creative forms are constantly formed and reused as part ofthe business jargon, and the number of those which are becoming part of the En-glish lexicon has been rising. The reason of creation of such lexical innovations ishowever clear – shortenings represent a conscious act of economizing, where thepercipient and recipient share a common jargon. Further, they de initely demon-strate professional closeness. The abbreviations formed within business commu-nication indicate in-group restriction, some sort of privacy, and the use of profes-sional jargon and at some point demonstrating the attempt of insiders to excludethe outsiders. Naming is another characteristic feature of the formation of the ab-breviation processes in business communication. Many shortenings tend to namenew speci ic phenomena, newly formed institutions, activities and procedures inthe business world. They are very often but not always monoreferential in a sensethat they acquire speci icity and semantic uniqueness and their association to thecontext immediately suggests the referent.Lastly, when discussing the pedagogical implications of our indings, there areseveral aspects of using this particular language pattern that future business pro-fessionals should be prepared for. The irst aspect is the authentic text usage inBusiness English courses to demonstrate the contextualization of innovative lan-guage patterns. A frequency list provides valuable information about those unitsthat appear (and do not appear) in a text. Secondly, one way to complementthe frequency of occurrence of the abbreviations in the business correspondencein order to obtain a more comprehensive view of the abbreviatory compositionof written business English discourse is to provide collocational information forthese types of elements frequently appearing in the business correspondence. Asshown in the example of the pro ile, it does not only give language learners guid-ance on relevant collocates, but they also present frequent semantic preferencesand constructions, that is, the grammatical relations the particular unit frequentlyforms with relevant collocates. We believe that shortening processes are essentialcommunicative means in the business written communication and that their ex-
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clusion from lexicon would cause not only loss in terms of alternatives to existinglonger variants but also in terms of different shades of meaning, in this formalenvironment, speci ic speech community where they serve speci ic functions andproduce required effects on the recipient.We can also claim that it is necessary to permanently monitor the changes inbusiness communication and to regularly update the content of it in order tokeep up with such dynamic environment. We suggest not to rely on standardmodels and examples given in well-established teaching materials, which are oftenoutdated. Considerable enrichment of the vocabulary with terms closely relatedto the business relations need to be considered. Many business books introducefeatures and writing skills of all kinds of business correspondence. But most ofthem just provide many templates with no practical up-to-date understanding andusage of patterns used in business correspondence.
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Appendix
The abbreviations-in-business-correspondence corpus – the list of the
websites for analysis1. https://www.themuse.com/advice/your-ultimate-cheat-sheet-to-deciphering-the-123-most-common-business-acronyms2. https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/business-abbreviations3. https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/marketing-key-performance-indicators4. https://preply.com/en/blog/business-abbreviations/5. https://blog.talaera.com/business-acronyms6. https://7esl.com/business-acronyms/7. https://smallbiztrends.com/2021/04/business-abbreviations-acronyms.html8. https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/marketing-acronym-glossary9. https://www.mindtools.com/blog/99-business-acronyms/10. https://www.altalang.com/beyond-words/40-business-acronyms-know/11. https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/4586384/Business%20Acronyms%20pdf%20download%20list%20Talaera.pdf12. https://www.eslbuzz.com/common-workplace-abbreviations-business-acronyms-you-should-know/13. https://global-exam.com/blog/en/business-english-free-sheet-acronyms-in-business/14. https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-acronyms-marketers-know/15. https://www.europeana.eu/en/blog/what-does-it-stand-for-understanding-corporate-abbreviations-in-europe16. https://blog.lnsresearch.com/acronym-quick-reference17. https://www.businessenglishresources.com/learn-english-for-business/student-section/student-handouts/business-english-abbreviations-and-acronyms-guide/18. https://www.purdue.edu/business/account/RefRes/abbr.html19. https://www.workinfo.com/index.php/articles/item/584-acronyms-and-abbreviations20. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/cybernews/abbreviations.htm21. https://www.thebalancesmb.com/entrepreneur-s-glossary-a-l-1200469
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22. http://www.networkmilan.com/archives/1923. https://www.advsyscon.com/blog/it-acronyms-it-abbreviations/24. https://blog.cakap.com/50-business-english-acronyms-and-abbreviations-you-must-know/25. https://www.businessballs.com/glossaries-and-terminology/acronyms- inder/26. https://www.thoughtco.com/banking-and-business-abbreviations-409029927. https://www.rasmussen.edu/degrees/business/blog/basic-accounting-terms-acronyms-and-abbreviations-students-should/28. https://salesplaybookb2b.com/100-sales-acronyms-abbreviations29. https://buffer.com/library/social-media-acronyms-abbreviations/30. https://speakwellbusinessenglish.com/abbreviations-for-business-english/31. https://www.classy.org/blog/20-must-know-digital-advertising-acronyms/32. https://clictadigital.com/top-100-common-digital-advertising-acronyms-abbreviations/33. https://www.bluleadz.com/blog/20-of-the-best-marketing-campaigns-of-all-time34. https://thegray.company/blog/a-short-guide-to-digital-marketing-acronyms-abbreviations35. https://www.honestfox.com.au/blog/digital-marketing/abbreviations-in-digital-marketing36. https://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/Small+Business+Owner37. https://capitalizemytitle.com/how-to-abbreviate-business/38. https://repositorio.ipl.pt/bitstream/10400.21/7113/1/Acronyms%20in%20Business%20English%20-%20the%20Financial%20Language.pdf39. https://www.chrisdunnconsulting.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Guide-to-Business-Acronyms.pdf40. https://simpletexting.com/text-abbreviations/41. https://blog.textedly.com/how-to-use-texting-acronyms-in-business42. https://www.slicktext.com/blog/2019/02/text-abbreviations-guide/43. https://www.textline.com/blog/text-abbreviations44. https://blog.ongig.com/job-titles/job-title-abbreviations-acronyms/45. https://dos.my lorida.com/sunbiz/search/guides/corporation-records/title-abbreviations/46. https://www.wisestamp.com/blog/marketing-terms-and-acronyms/47. https://hr.iu.edu/edoc-center/job-code-title-abbreviation-list.htm48. https://www.corporate-cases.com/2012/01/corporate-titles-and-their-abbreviations.html49. https://www.businessballs.com/glossaries-and-terminology/acronyms- inder/50. https://www.purdue.edu/business/account/RefRes/abbr.html
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